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The parties approached the Commission in February 2001 to outline a proposed merger between their
two companies. Significant areas of overlap in their respective operations include commercial
pri

nting, magazine

pu b li sh

i

ng and nagazine

di stributi on.

The Commission conducted extensive market inquiries into the matter and fonled the view that the
merger would lead to a substantial lessening of cornpetition in respect of heat-set web printing services
and the national distribution of consumer magazines to retail outlets.

Specifically the Comrnission came to the ftrllowing conclusions.
PRINTING:
The relevant market is that for heat-set web printing services. Ifeat-set web printing is usecl to print
large circulation and glossy magazines, retail catalogues and tnany newspaper inserts. The two
companies have a cornbined market share in excess of 75% in this market.
The evidence indicated that heat-set web printing is the only form of commercial printing that can
produce large circulation retail catalogues and consumer magazines of the required quality in

sufficient volume and in a timely tnanner.
Barriers to entry to this market are high and irnports are generally unviable. Market inquiries also
indicated that substitutes such as cold-set web printing or sheet-fed printing are relevant only at the
tnargin, and that any countervailing power of publishers is not high. Moreover there is evidence that
the rnerging parties compete vigorously with each other', and they appear to be each other's greatest
cornpetitive constraint.

MAGAZINE DISTRIB UTION

:

The merging parties have a combined market share in excess of 50o/o, with much of the remainder
controlled by a subsidiary of Australia's largest rnagazine publisher, ACP.

Distribution involves a number of functions such as allocation, packaging, billing and merchanclising.
Scale is a major barrier to entry. It appears that comprehensive new entry involving allocation,
packaging, billing and merchandising would have to be effected at once across all of Australia, or else
publishers woulcl not be interested in using any new distributor. New entry would probably also

involve significant sunk costs.
The merged entity's vertical integration in respect of publishing and distribution was reported to pose
significant problerns for publishers. This was because the rnerged entity would be a rnajor competitor
to many smaller publishers which may have to rely on it to clistribute their magazines.

In light of these consiclerations the Commission decided to oppose the merger.
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